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Abstract

The Traveling Salesman problem�TSP�can be used to method many practical problems. The Ve-

hicle Routing Problem�VRP�is more complicated than TSP because it requires determining which cus-

tomers are assigned to each vehicles, as well as the optimal ordering of the cities within each vehicle’s

tour. Previous studies proposed that Genetic Algorithm, Integer Programming and several neural net-

work approaches could be used to solve VRP. This paper compared the results for Genetic Algorithm

�GA�as a Meta-Heuristic method and k-opt local search method as a heuristic method. We proposed

three VRP-cases for simulations. Then, each case is solved with �-opt and GA in terms of performance

and computing time.

� Introduction

Besides being one of the most important problems of operations research in practical terms, the ve-

hicle routing problem is also one of the most difficult problems to solve. It is quite close to one of the

most famous combinatorial optimization problems, TSP, where only one person has to visit all the cus-

tomers. The TSP is an NP-hard problem. It is believed that many never find a computational technique

that will guarantee optimal solutions to larger instances for such problems. The vehicle routing problem

is even more complicated. Even for small.eet sizes and a moderate number of transportation requests,

the planning task is highly complex. Hence, it is not surprising that human planners soon get over-

whelmed, and must turn to simple, local rules for vehicle routing. The TSP can be developed into VRP.

The VRP was originally proposed by Dantzig and Ramser���and defined as follows: vehicles with a

fixed capacity � must deliver order quantities ������, ..., ��of goods from a single depot�����to �
customers. Knowing the distance ��� between customers � and ���, ���, ..., ��, the objective of the

problem is to minimize the total distance travelled by the vehicles in such a way that only one vehicle

handles the deliveries for a given customer and the total quantity of goods that a single vehicle delivers is

not larger than �.

Figure�gives a graphical representation of a VRP and one possible solution. The square�in the

middle of Fig��a�and�b��represents the base�where the trucks start and.nish their tour�and the dia-

monds represent the sub-routes. Figure��b�shows the sub-tours of the different trucks. It should be
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observed that, in this case, all the customers have been allocated.

Problem formulation

Let����, ��be a graph with a set� of vertices and a set � of arcs. We have �����, where

�corresponds to the depot and ���, ..., � is the set of customers. For the set of arcs, we have ��
���������∪�������, where �	��� is the set of arcs connecting the customers,�����
contains the arcs from the depot to the customers, and �����contains the arcs from the customers to

the depot. Every customer �∈� has a positive demand 
�. For each arc��, ��
� we have a cost ���.
Furthermore, we assume that the vehicles are identical and have the capacity . All the above men-

tioned factors are assumed to be known in advance. Thus the model examined is deterministic.

We have the following variables: For each customer �∈�, �� is the load of the vehicle when it ar-

rives at the customer. Now the problem is to determine which of the arcs��, ��
� are used by routes.

For each arc��, ��
�, the decision variable ��� is equal to�if arc��, ��is used by a vehicle and�oth-

erwise. Formally

Minimize ∑
��� ��
�

������ ���

Subject to ∑
�
�
����� ��∈� ���

∑
�
�
����� ��∈� ���

��������
���� ���� ��∈� ���


������� ��∈� ���

���∈����� ���� ��∈� �	�

We minimize the total costs that consist of travel costs and a.xed cost � of vehicles�included in the

travel cost �� between depot and.rst customer�. The object is, firstly minimize the number of routes or

vehicles, and then the total distance of all routes. By equation���,���and�	�, we require that every

customer be visited exactly once. Equation���,���enforce that the loads of the vehicles when arriving

at the customers are feasible. The purpose of this paper is to compare the solution of VRP using �-opt

Fig�. TSP & VRP

�a�A Traveling Salesman Problem �b�A Vehicle Routing Problem
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method and GA.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In section�, the approaches and methodology are dis-

cussed in detail and then the results are presented and discussed in Section�. Then the conclusion of this

paper is described in section�..

� The Problem solving Methodology

In this paper, VRP is solved using two approaches. The first approach is a local search with k-

change neighborhoods. �-opt is the most widely used heuristic method for the traveling salesman prob-

lem. �-opt is a tour improvement algorithm, where in each step � links of the current tour are re-placed

by k links in such a way that a shorter tour is achieved.

It has been shown Chandra���that k-opt may take an exponential number of iterations and that the

ratio of the length of an optimal tour to the length of a tour constructed by �-opt can be arbitrarily large

when � �� �����. Such undesirable cases, however, are very rare when solving practical instances

���. Usually high-quality solutions are obtained in polynomial time. This is, for example the case for

the Lin-Kernighan heuristic���, one of the most effective methods for generating optimal or near-

optimal solutions for the symmetric traveling salesman problem. High-quality solutions are often ob-

tained, even though only a small part of the k-change neighborhood is searched.

In the original version of the heuristic, the allowable �-changes�or �-opt moves�are restricted to

those that can be decomposed into a�- or�-change followed by a sequence of�-changes. This restric-

tion simplifies implementation, but it need not be the best design choice.

Once a tour has been generated by some tour construction heuristic, we might wish to improve that

solution. There are several ways to do this, but the most common ones are the�-opt and�-opt local

searches. Their performances are somewhat linked to the construction heuristic used. Other ways of im-

proving our solution is to do a tabu search using�-opt and�-opt moves.

The second approach is to use Standard GA to solve VRP. GA is a metaheuristic search method

based on population genetics. The basic concepts are developed by Holland���������, while the prac-

tically of using the GA to solve complex problems is demonstrated in Dejong���������and Goldberg

���������. References and details about genetic algorithms can also be found for example in Alander

Fig�. �-opt move

�a��-opt move �b��-opt move
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���������and Mühlenbein���������respectively.

The creation of new generation of individuals involves primarily four major steps or phases: repre-

sentation, selection, recombination�crossover�, and mutation. The representation of the solution space

consists of encoding significant features of a solution as a chromosome, defining an individual member

of a population. Typically pictured by a bit string, a chromosome is made up of a sequence of genes,

which capture the basic characteristics of a solution.

Although theoretical results that characterize the behavior of the GA have been obtained for bit-

string chromosomes, not all problems lend themselves easily to this representation. This is the case, in

particular, for sequencing problems, like the vehicle routing problem, where an integer representation is

more often appropriate. We are aware of only one approach by Thangiah����������that uses bit

string representation in vehicle routing context.

A basic scheme of a typical algorithm is as follows:

Randomly create an initial population

While not�termination condition�do

Evaluate each member’s fitness

Kill the bottom �% elements of the population

Let the.tness reproduce themselves

Randomly select two members�parents�many other selection

methods are also used�
Perform crossover on the selected elements to generate two children

�many variations of crossover exist�
Perform mutation

Endwhile

Like in other GAs applications, the members of a population in our GA for VRP are string entities

of an artificial chromosome. The representation of the solution we present here is an integer string of

Fig	. The example of VRP

�a�delivery pattern �b�sub-routes in the solution
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length �, where � is the number of customers including depots in question. Each gene in the string or

chromosome, is the integer node number assigned to that customer originally. And the sequence of the

genes in the chromosome is the order of visiting the customers.

In the fig�., a number�indicates the delivery center�Depot�, and the number written on each like

corresponds to the distance between depot and customers and between customers. The numbers�,�,�,

�,�,�,�correspond to customers. Moreover, the portion of the visited route is called a sub-route, for

example route��,�,�,��in the fig�.�b�is a sub-route of all the feasible routes. Besides, the numbers

in brackets correspond to the quantities required by each customer.

Note that we link the last customer visited in route � with the.rst customer visited in route ���to

form one string of all the routes involved. Furthermore, we put any bit like�in the string to indicate the

end of a route. To decode the chromosome into route configurations, we simply insert the gene values

into routes sequentially�Fig�.�. In the above-mentioned expression, the length�the length of a se-

quence�of the chromosome becomes a variable length instead of a fixed length. The other GA opera-

tions�crossover & mutation�in VRP can be find in S.H.HAN����.

� Numerical Study and Results

Our numerical experiments were run on a Pentium Core�-Duo�GHz Processor, Windows�Operat-

ing System using the Program Language C and Borland C++Builder. We tested two approaches; �-opt

method and Genetic Algorithm so as to evaluate the performance treating�-problems. We found that the

speed of convergency is very sensitive to the setting of GA-parameters. However, the computational

study on set of benchmark problems indicated that our GAbased meta-heuristic is capable of generating

optimal solutions for small-size problems as well as high-quality solutions for large-size problems. The

algorithm outperforms any of the previous heuristics in terms of solution quality. The computational

times of the algorithm are very reasonable for all problem instances from the heuristic viewpoint. In ad-

dition, the numerical experiment used a delivery plan problem which is shown as an example�Table��.
We performed the simulation�times for each�cases of the problem with random data. Each case

is constructed as numerical data of the customers��,���,���,���and���. Figure�. to Figure	. show

If we have the following solution:

Route No.� is�������
Route No.� is���������
Route No.� is�������

The chromosome string of Fig��b�represent the solution as below:

Fig�. A chromosome representation

Route� Route� Route�
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Table�. The example data of VRP���cities�
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��
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���

Table�. Results of Simulations
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vehicles’ tour distance and sub-tours in each cases as developed by our program. Table�. show the re-

sult that mean of execution time and the tour distance for each problem. Since GAs contain a random

element theoretically, it cannot guarantee that the result of each time of the solution method using GAs is

surely superior to the result of the other method.

Moreover, in the case of problems�,�,�and�, in the above mentioned experiment, a result better

than the �-opt method was searched more than twice in GAs execution. However, the case of the prob-

lem�, we can find that �-opt method is better result than GA. It is considered to be a problem of the

random search direction of GA to huge search space.

�-opt method is not only perform better than GA in case of small space but also the shorter comput-

ing time. On the other hand, we can.nd that GA is more efficient on the average for the big scale prob-

lem. In general, it is found that GA is superior to �-opt method in terms of performance�evaluated by

fitness function�not considering computing time. �-opt method is much simpler to understand and

speedy like a sweep algorithm.

� Conclusions and Remarks

VRP is one of the classic problems associated with TSP, and it has been applied in various fields.

Since, VRP is di.cult to solve in real time, heuristic methods have been adapted to solve it. In this paper,

in order to compare �-opt method as a heuristic with GA as meta-heuristic, we tested each method as ap-

plied to NP-hard class optimization problems such as VRP. The influence on solutions, such as cross-

over and mutation, are very sensitive elements in GA.

Furthermore, we can claim that �-opt method is superior than GA in the case of small scale prob-

lems and GA is more e.ective to large scale problems even if it takes more times. GA takes much more

computational time than other heuristics, but it is su.cient in real world. Moreover, our focus is not the

speed of algorithm but the accuracy of the result. The two considered algorithms are complementary.

When the performances of one of them is excellent, the performances of the other are poor, and vice

versa. This suggests that better results, in general, could be obtained by exploiting the features of both

exact and meta-heuristic algorithms. The study of hybrid strategies can lead to the development of new

algorithms�which are in part exact and in part meta-heuristic�, that could perform better than the two al-

gorithms compared in this paper. In further studies, we are trying to investigate the performance for

practical examples as well as to re.ne and improve the algorithm.
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